the literature treats the state as the only actor able to enforce property rights: in this view, firms are mere policy takers that must resort to capital flight, bribing, or asset concealment when faced with predation. i argue, by contrast, that firms can enforce their property rights through alliances with stakeholders such as foreign investors, local communities and labor, or other domestic firms. constructive strategies of economic actors to address poor enforcement of property rights are critically undertheorized. this is regrettable because firms' alliancebased resistance to property rights infringements-unlike the defenses based on concealment, corruption, or violence-may contribute to the rule of law taking hold in rent-seeking economies. to demonstrate the impact of stakeholder alliances on enforcement of property rights, i use original survey data of 516 firms in russia and ukraine, as well as qualitative data from 67 interviews with entrepreneurs and policymakers.
orthodoxy redux: LIterature and crItIque "Property rights" (pr) are defined as a bundle of rights containing (1) the right to use and manage assets; (2) the right to derive income from assets; and (3) the right to transfer (1) or (2) to someone else.
3 a study of rights can focus either on their allocation (who has the right?) or on enforcement (how is the right secured?). the dependent variable of my study is the enforcement or security of property rights: private allocation is taken as given. the terms "expropriation," "pr threat," and "predation" will be used interchangeably: these phenomena are defined as illegal interference with any part of the pr bundle by governmental or private actors. this definition covers the outright takeover of use and management rights as well as the more subtle impediments to rightful income streams and ownership transfers. Such an encompassing definition is consistent with the literature. 4 two paradigms address the emergence of pr security. First, the "strategic interaction" school puts faith in the self-enforcing effects of reputation: to raise tax revenue tomorrow, governments will abstain from expropriating businesses today.
5 in olsonian terminology, the state qua "stationary bandit" will forgo present predation (unlike a "roving bandit") so as to motivate the victims to increase output and the bandit's threat of expropriation.
12 not all firms are victims, as the research on "state capture" and "businessman candidates" argues: the best-positioned companies can change the rules of the game, including those regulating property rights, to their advantage. 13 From the systemic viewpoint, such strategies, available to only a few players, are typically counterproductive. overall, both paradigms of pr enforcement agree on the state's exclusive capacity for protecting private property in a legitimate, predictable fashion.
two fundamental objections can be raised vis-à-vis the extant scholarship. First, the concept of the state underlying the literature on pr is flawed. the state appears curiously bifurcated: the government is either omnipotent or atrophied. on the one hand, the program on state commitment assumes a strong state that is both relatively autonomous in its goal formulation and possessed of sufficient capacity to carry out formulated policies. like ulysses fearing his own weakness, the state imposes institutional shackles upon itself to resist the temptation of expropriation. on the other hand, the literatures on state capture and mafias assume an incapacitated government. oligarchs or thugs usurp the process of rule making and enforcement, virtually privatizing the government. thus, although the "strong versus nonexistent" dichotomy of state subsets does provide analytical value in terms of ideal types, its empirical and conceptual limits must also be recognized. the largest set of transition states, for example, falls into neither subset, as evidenced by the annual Freedom House nations in transit reports. Furthermore, state bifurcation in the literature often produces a similarly dichotomous treatment of firms that conceptualizes them as either politically irrelevant (in a strong state) or oligarchic (in an atrophied state).
apart from the conceptual bifurcation, there is a chasm between the theoretical emphasis on the role of the state in securing pr and the data on the actual characteristics of most developing states. While the government can, theoretically, protect private property more efficiently than can private actors on their own, few states resemble the rational, power-wielding sovereign with long-term horizons that would allow effective self-restraint on predation. instead, state officials from moscow to mogadishu are driven by short-term private gains that barely overlap with long-term "state interests" in tax collection or investment. in much of the world, olson's state "bandits" are "stationary" in the physical sense only-conceptually, they are very much "roving." my second critique of the conventional wisdom is rooted in the fact that property rights are inherently political: their design determines the distribution of wealth and power in a society. 15 yet, ironically, both perspectives on pr enforcement miss the ongoing politics through which pr become secure. the strategic interaction school downplays the necessity of politics as such. Sovereigns, driven by their long-term interests, voluntarily abstain from expropriation in the short run. the studies focusing on private conflicts in traditional communities sans state may, in turn, be appropriate for the whaling industry of the eighteenth century or kenyan rural clans, but they miss the presence of relatively extensive, potentially predatory governments in many developing countries. 16 the state commitment paradigm does allow for some state-business interaction. However, the latter is often limited to a single showdown between the elites, as in the famous narrative of seventeenth-century england, in which the crown accepts constraints on its discretion under pressure from the Parliament. the shift from predation to rule of law through such an act of commitment corresponds poorly with reality, as economic historians have begun to argue. 17 to the extent firms' alliances with nonstate actors are discussed in the literature, they are limited to alliances between business owners. more importantly, the literature assumes that such "merchant groups" are supported or even initiated by the sovereign, providing the latter with a commitment device: "a powerful party might find it advantageous to help weaker parties organize themselves . . . in order to allow itself to commit to . . . mutually beneficial arrangements."
18 However, if predation is fundamentally a local phenomenon, as will be argued here, we should not expect such top-level state-business cooperation to impact pr security.
the recent work by timothy Frye is a welcome advance in this context.
19 the author argues that formerly state-owned firms privatized in russia through murky deals can improve their pr security by investing in public goods: this earns the companies public legitimacy and decreases the probability of renationalization. Frye's argument is an effective response to the state capture literature: tycoons can pursue 15 libecap 1989. 16 Furthermore, this literature focuses on the common-pool resources under common ownership where clear win-win strategies exist. (if the goal is to prevent the overdepletion of the commons, everybody can win.) Hence, the role of conflict is downplayed. this does not apply to private assets whose ownership is a zero-sum game: either the predator succeeds in expropriating or the target succeeds in defending its property rights.
17 clark 2007. 18 Greif, milgrom, and Weingast 1994, 773; maurer, Haber, and razo 2003. 19 Frye 2006. constructive strategies improving pr enforcement in the economy. yet the argument is limited to the enterprises that had been owned by the government and were privatized through legally dubious means. the overwhelming majority of firms facing pr threats in the developing world do not fit this category. Dealing exclusively with state threats, the analysis also overlooks private predators. Furthermore, the causal mechanism is underspecified. Firms' legitimacy, as such, cannot improve pr security, unless one assumes considerable governmental accountability to the public. the lack of case studies in Frye' security on behalf of state agents. the threat of expropriation by lower-level bureaucrats is the norm in weak states, which exhibit severe principal-agent problems within the state bureaucracy. Such threats may include a corrupt municipal court issuing an injunction paid for by a competitor; a policeman harassing retailers for bribes; a local official pressuring a firm to give a job to his relative lest the company lose its operation license; and so forth. the lack of effective intrastate control structures weakens the much-praised commitment by the upper executive since it does not translate into commitment on the ground. President yushchenko of ukraine, for example, committed to secure property rights through several presidential decrees after the 2004 orange revolution. that, however, did not stop the wave of regional expropriations by the new local administrations.
20 in an interview with the author, a top official from ukraine's State Property Fund even complained about "local governments expropriating the [central] state" by unilaterally and illegally reassigning rights over the central state's locally situated real estate (for example, sanatoriums). For russia, while the executive is perceived to control the judiciary informally through "telephone law," such control may be limited to the high-profile politicized cases 21 and, more importantly, does not effectively extend to the lower levels of the executive branch itself.
22 the example of china, where Beijing has been unable to control the land seizures by local governments, demonstrates that even for developing states traditionally viewed as "strong," the top-down perspective on pr security can be inappropriate. the same holds for the strongly socialized rural communities where informal norms may ensure bureaucrats' accountability to the local public:
23 such accountability by no means prevents local officials from sabotaging pr-related "commitments" by the central state. 24 Second, the inability of the state principal to control her agents exacerbates the problem of privately initiated expropriation, too. officials on the ground become powerless bystanders or willing accomplices to illegal intrabusiness takeovers, rackets, and so on. italy provides a striking example of the central executive's inability to control extortion by local mafias. the point is all the more valid for the developing world, where threats to private pr can stem from a variety of public and private predators. this warrants a more comprehensive approach to the problem of expropriation in weak states.
third, and crucially, a weak state can be disciplined by business actors. Both the "omnipotent state" and the "atrophied state" perspectives are elite based: the fate of pr security is determined by the central executive or the private oligarchs. Weak states, however, reside between these hypothetical extremes. Even if the central executive is insulated from society or captured by oligarchs, many firms in weak states interact with relatively independent lower-level state agencies: these interactions directly shape pr security. State principals and the biggest tycoons are the proverbial tip of the iceberg-the politics of pr security also occurs below the water's surface. the literature tends to neglect the potential that firms have to improve pr security at the company level. yet if pr security varies because of the institutions created by firms, then the fundamental puzzle of pr theorizing must be: what are these institutions?
to address this puzzle, we can apply Hirschman's 25 categories of exit, voice, and loyalty to firm's behavior under pr threat. in choosing "exit," 21 the company throws in the towel: it reduces its operations in the official economy by investing abroad or by shifting funds to the illegal shadow economy. in selecting "loyalty," the firm appeases the aggressor: it may offer the state monetary payments or an equity stake in the firm, for example, hoping to retain most of its pr and continue business. 26 Both exit and loyalty have been widely used by companies, as the literature on capital flight, underground economy, and corruption demonstrates. 27 However, the "voice" option-under which the firm resists the aggressor-has received little attention. What, indeed, can a beleaguered firm do against the unruly state or a private predator? Does the hideor-collude dilemma exhaust the options? no, i argue: firms can resist pr threats through alliances with stakeholders who can impose costs on potential trespassers on behalf of the firm. often extending beyond a firm's boundaries, such alliances engage diverse groups, pool resources, and effectively outsource the task of pr enforcement to third parties. to secure their pr, majority owners can build alliances with the following stakeholders: neighboring communities, labor, and foreign actors, such as investors, media, ngos, and governments. i define alliances as groups with common interests of which they are aware. Such groups can be institutionalized or informal. Stakeholder alliances can emerge for a variety of economic, political, or social reasons: it is the shared interest in the continuation of the firm as a going concern that unites the firm's owners and stakeholders. consider, for example, the alliance between majority owners and foreign creditors. the latter have a clear financial interest in supporting majority owners' struggle against expropriation because the financiers' investments become progressively sunk as the threat of expropriation increases. labor and the adjacent communities may protect the firm owners' pr if the material benefits the company has provided to its employees and the region would cease after expropriation. Such benefits are anchored through corporate social responsibility, including the financing of regional development and charity projects, environmental initiatives, and firm-sponsored insurance and benefit packages for labor.
How can alliances secure a firm's pr? Depending on their resources, alliance members can impose financial or political types of costs on potential aggressors. accordingly, a firm's defense can make the ex-propriation itself, or its consequences, more expensive and hence less profitable for the aggressors. in the case of state predators, for example, domestic firms and foreign investors, as allies of the target enterprise, can impose costs through investment withdrawal. Political costs, in turn, decrease the power of the expropriator, that is, her menu of feasible options. in the case of state expropriation, this can involve electoral pressure, public protests, or behind-the-scenes lobbying by the allies of the target firm. State expropriators below the top executive level are also sensitive to negative publicity, as the latter can trigger their demotion in the bureaucracy. the threat of public protests, for example, is particularly important for nondemocratic countries such as china. Private predators must also consider the political costs when planning expropriation. employees, for example, can either join an aggressor by expressing dissatisfaction with the status quo owners or form a human fence around the enterprise to prevent its violent occupation by raiders. less dramatically, vocal support of the owners by the community where the firm is located makes collusion between private predators and the local government less likely.
the preceding discussion generates the key hypothesis of this study: ceteris paribus, firms with stakeholder alliances will have more secure property rights.
to sum up my approach, property rights emerge through a process with substantial bottom-up initiative by the potential victims of expropriation, rather than a single top-down act by the state executive (commitment) or a few oligarchs (capture). While firm initiatives in pr enforcement have been discussed by some scholars, my approach adds theoretical and empirical value along three dimensions. First, by relaxing the assumption that firms' strategies must benefit the sovereign in order to succeed, i investigate bottom-up voice strategies in the absence of win-win solutions. Second, most treatments of pr security focus either on state-business struggles or on the intrabusiness disputes in the absence of state. my approach integrates a wide array of pr threats as seen from the perspective of a a modern firm. Finally, i offer an empirical contribution by providing survey data and case studies from contemporary weak states, complementing the historical narratives and game-theoretic treatments prevalent in the literature.
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case study: aLLIances In actIon to illustrate the causal mechanism translating stakeholder alliances into secure property, this section presents a case study of oleyna factory, whose owners-thanks to alliances with a foreign bank, labor, and community stakeholders-successfully repelled an expropriation attempt by private raiders and the local state actors. to demonstrate the limits of alliances' impact, i also discuss the case of yukos, whose main shareholder was expropriated by the kremlin administration. the section is based on semistructured interviews in the region, supplemented by analysis of the local media.
oleyna is a factory producing vegetable oil in the city of Dnepropetrovsk, ukraine. Founded in 1947, oleyna was bought out by the employees in 1993, establishing a "closed joint-stock company." in 1995 the company received loans for technological modernization from the european Bank of reconstruction and Development.
in 2006 the financial-industrial empire Privat Group launched a complex attack on the property rights of oleyna's majority owners, ultimately aiming to expropriate a 60 percent equity stake in oleyna by nullifying the 2002 legal sale of this stake to an investor. to do so, Privat Group attacked oleyna both directly and through the local state administration. to begin, oleyna's majority owners noticed that large chunks of shares were changing hands without being officially registered as purchases; Privat Group, that is, was buying up shares illegally. 29 afterward Privat Group unleashed a "cascade of harassment" on oleyna through the local government, so as to intimidate the majority owners. oleyna was swamped with lawsuits and investigations by the local prosecutor's office, covering issues ranging from alleged environmental transgressions to a criminal case against the ceo. meanwhile, Privat Group started spreading misleading information about oleyna to the press, in order to discredit the majority owners and the executive management. Some local newspapers embarked on a shrill campaign against oleyna, charging that the firm is "helping . . . to plunder the state budget of ukraine" and speculating that oleyna's oil, a winner of numerous quality contests, might contain heavy metals and arsenic. after preparing the ground in terms of public opinion and state agencies' readiness (not without financial incentives), the raiders filed their main lawsuit on behalf of people previously affiliated with oleyna. although intimately familiar with oleyna's affairs, the raiders claimed that they were "unaware" that the firm had a new investor and that the sale of 60 percent equity stake should be reversed.
What could oleyna's majority owners do, considering the clout of Privat Group? Due to its prior efforts, oleyna was blessed with a diverse range of stakeholders whose support it could enlist. the firm had modern standards of corporate governance, that is, empowered shareholders, various labor-supporting programs, a variety of social initiatives in the region (particularly with respect to children), and, as previously noted, a large foreign creditor. oleyna's reaction to the attack was multidimensional, as the firm drew on the capacities of its different stakeholders. First, the firm called for assistance from the european Bank of reconstruction and Development. together with the ebrd, oleyna prepared a detailed chronology of the attack and convened a joint press conference. the presence of the ebrd director for ukraine at the conference guaranteed that the information would be viewed as credible. the conference had a tremendous media response, with over twenty articles appearing in major national and foreign newspapers. Second, oleyna's employees joined to defend the majority owners by writing a letter to the ukrainian president. the letter was also signed by two-thirds of minority shareholders and then disseminated to the press. Finally, oleyna moved to make its community work visible by spreading oleyna banners on the playgrounds it had built. through its stakeholders, oleyna created substantial pressure on the local government to stop assisting the raiders. Given that the case was in the spotlight, it was clear there would be both retribution at the voting booth and likely administrative sanctions from kiev if the local politicians, the prosecutor's office, and the courts helped Privat Group expropriate the majority stake in oleyna. as a result, the fabricated case against the firm was dropped by the prosecutor's office, due to the lack of body of crime (a corpus delicti clause), practically an admission that the prosecutor had had no grounds for opening the case in the first instance. Without political support, the raiders lost interest and did not resort to the criminal tactics they had threatened. according to an oleyna executive, "we had threats that they will crush our gates with a kamaz [a large truck], and we're lucky it did not come to this . . . we strengthened security but that's not what saved us." oleyna's case is not exceptional, and the range of defense strategies employed by various firms' nonstate stakeholders deserves closer attention. in 2006, in russia's Saratov, municipal fire inspectors provided the official cover for cutting off electricity to a lamp-making factory, ekspoPul, paralyzing its production, in an effort to pressure its owners into yielding control over the enterprise to a rival. in breaking several laws of the russian Federation (as confirmed by a court decision later), this act constituted the climax of a five-month legal battle waged by ekspoPul. the solution did not come from lawyers. the factory's directors organized more than a thousand workers to protest in Saratov's main square, where the workers publicly signed a petition to (russia's former president) Putin stating that "representatives of the . . . [state] organs are handing over Saratov's industry to financial criminals . . . escalating social tensions with unpredictable consequences."
30 the oblast [county-level] procuracy intervened on behalf of ekspoPul and the supply of electricity was reestablished.
in addition to potential sanctions from the central government, the financial mechanism can play a role in protest-based defenses. as the deputy ceo of russia's premier antiraider consulting firm, rosrazvitie, notes: "for the aggressor, it's . . . a business project. Bribes can triple if officials are afraid of public [protest] campaigns: when the raider is exceeding his projected costs, that's when the expropriation order is canceled." 31 Furthermore, organized community and labor can prevent a physical confrontation, as in the case of the ukrainian plant nzf, where, in 2005, the workers faced down a cordon of special police forces (the latter trying to implement a politically motivated takeover of nzf). as the wider town community of nikopol' joined the protests, reporting on the conflict invariably mentioned nzf's desirability as employer: "last week, nikopol' was ukraine's second capital: thousands of protesters, dozens of tv cameras. . . . the special forces left the territory of the world's largest ferroalloy producer . . . (through the groundless cancelation of its licenses) and outsize tax bills, due to a conflict between vimpelcom's owners and russia's former minister of communications. after the firm's norwegian investors weighed in on vimpelcom's behalf through norway's prime minister, the firm's tax bill was reduced tenfold, the firm's licenses were reinstated, and the minister of communications was fired.
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alliances can also fail to protect firms. a sensational failure was demonstrated by yukos, russia's former oil giant, in 2003. the company's main shareholder, khodorkovsky, the richest man in europe at the time, had mastered the art of alliance building like no other. khodorkovsky's charitable donations exceeded $50 million annually across a broad range of causes. the magnate also gained access to top-level uS policymakers and foreign investors. and yet the state expropriated khodorkovsky's entire 59 percent stake in yukos in a politicized trial ending with the tycoon's imprisonment. Why did yukos's alliances fail? it is certainly not because the allies did not intervene on behalf of the firm. Domestic ngos sprang up to defend khodorkovsky. one ngo, Sovest' [conscience], put public pressure on Duma deputies, organized televised demonstrations in front of the headquarters of the fsb (security service), and enlisted amnesty international in khodorkovsky's cause. Foreign stakeholders also weighed in. Senator John mccain told the Senate that the yukos case was jeopardizing the u.S.-russia relationship and called for an investment blockade of russia. most spectacularly, yukos was allowed to file for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the united States. a u.S. court ordered a ten-day delay in the auction of yukos's key asset, yugansk, a verdict that prompted an international banking consortium to cancel its deal with the russian state proxies aiming to finance the government's purchase of yugansk. Since khodorkovsky's political ambitions had directly and repeatedly crossed Putin's plans, however, the firm was expropriated.
the yukos case suggests that no matter how strong its nonstate alliances, business is likely to lose in a head-to-head confrontation with the central executive. However, the key threat to many entrepreneurs in the developing world is not the central executive but local state actors or private predators. the study of oleyna implies that stakeholder alliances can increase pr security against such threats. But how generalizable is this case? this question is explored below using a new survey of businesses in russia and ukraine.
survey resuLts: measurement and anaLysIs What exactly threatens property rights? What contributes to their security? the bottom-up approach suggests answers to these questions that are different from those offered by the frameworks of strategic interaction and state commitment. to evaluate these theories, i designed a survey that was implemented in russia and ukraine between February and may 2007. if the key question is whether property rights can be secured in the absence of state enforcement, then russia's low rule-oflaw rankings in cross-national studies make that country a good testing ground. Data from ukraine provide a preliminary portability check. in addition, since the central executive is more institutionally constrained in ukraine than in russia, even though both countries share similar legacies, this dyad is particularly promising for our purposes.
in russia, the data were collected through a mail survey by the institute for the economy in transition (Iet). in ukraine, the data were collected through face-to-face interviews by the institute for economic research and Policy consulting (Ierpc). Iet and Ierpc count among the most reputable business survey organizations in the region. Both organizations rely on representative panels of firms constructed via stratified random sampling. the analysis here represents a one-year slice of the panel. there are twelve hundred firms in the russian panel and three hundred firms in the ukrainian panel. (Due to budget constraints, the russian panel for this project was restricted to eight hundred firms, randomly selected from the twelve hundred.) the important advantage of using a relatively stable set of companies is data quality. over the years, substantial trust has developed between these firms and the organizations surveying them, reducing dissembling and nondisclosure. it is also noteworthy that the respondents consist almost exclusively of top management (92 percent). the panels cover all regions of russia and ukraine but are restricted on size and sector: they are somewhat skewed toward medium-size and large enterprises and include industrial sectors only. Hence, the results may apply less to the service sectors or small firms.
the overall response rate is 47 percent, which is reasonably good for business elites.
36 in russia, responses were collected from 396 firms out of 800 that were contacted. the respondent firms cover 68 regions out of russia's 83 federal regions. in ukraine, the interviews were conducted with 120 firms from 5 regions out of ukraine's 27 regions, including 2 eastern, 2 western, and 1 central region, to reflect the economic diversity of the country. of the 15 sectors in the sample, the largest are machinery (34 percent of firms), food processing (13 percent), light industry (12 percent), construction (11 percent), and wood processing (5 percent). an average firm in the sample employs 1,150 workers (sample minimum is 2 employees; maximum is 20,000 employees). Firms in the sample are owned by individuals (51 percent), a board of directors (22 percent), a group of other firms (13 percent), the state (8 percent), managers (5 percent), employees (3 percent), foreigners (1 percent), and banks (1 percent).
an inquiry into the sources of pr security should be based on a nuanced understanding of pr threats. as suggested previously, such threats may stem from a range of public and private actors rather than from a single sovereign. Furthermore, while the literature measures pr security along a single dimension, the very definition of pr as a bundle of rights implies that the components of the bundle could be threatened individually. to capture these differences, the survey fielded questions on the extent of specific types of pr infringements. informal interviews throughout the region helped us establish a list of eleven typical pr infringements, including seven infringements by the state and four by private entities. the entrepreneurs evaluated the seriousness of each infringement for their business on a 1-4 likert scale (1 means "no threat at all"; 4 means "very high threat"). table 1 presents the results, listed in decreasing order of threat intensity. extortion by taxation agencies is the top-ranked state threat. in the author's semistructured interviews, for example, owners of small businesses complained that the municipal tax police officials "are pseudo-professionals with purchased diplomas ... [who] call you up and say 'come on, give us something.'" a director of a large supermarket chain observed that "although it is easier for the tax folks to harass smaller businesses, they [the tax officials] must also fulfill a plan for sanctions: that's why we get anxious when all of our documents are in order. looking clean is an invitation for trouble." the disaggregation of threats allows us to identify which component of the pr bundle is most jeopardized. on average, threats to ownership transfer are higher (2.41) than threats to income procurement (2.38), which, in turn, are higher than threats to asset management (2.31), the differences being significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively. this finding suggests that the most serious threats to property rights are subtle: private and public predators thwart the exchange of assets on the market and target the income streams deriving from ownership. While direct attacks on asset management are also present and certainly well covered in the media, they appear somewhat less significant. to what extent do pr threats differ across the two countries? the average overall threat to property rights is higher in russia (2.49) than in ukraine (1.94). this difference is significant at the 0.01 level and holds for the averages of state-initiated as well as private threats. comparing state threats to private threats within each country yields an interesting result: while average private threats (2.56) are higher than those from state agencies (2.45) in russia, in ukraine, state threats (2.13) are higher than privately initiated ones (1.60). (Both differences are significant at the 0.01 level.) the author's fieldwork suggests that this asymmetry, while surprising if one were to rely on russia's reputation for state misconduct, underscores the continuing importance of two phenomena: the spread of "corporate raiding" in russia and the poorly managed administrative turnover in ukraine following the 2004 orange revolution. 37 37 after 2000 the oil boom and rising asset prices have increased the attraction of illegitimate, increasingly sophisticated property takeovers in russia, generating a formidable "raiding" industry fielding top lawyers, financiers, politically connected middlemen, and specialists in violence. the orange revolution in ukraine, for its part, has led to a wholesale replacement of local government cadres (for example, up to 90 percent of the police force has been replaced), whose lack of professionalism, combined with political uncertainty, has led to widespread self-enrichment schemes by government actors. the data imply that at least two fundamental assumptions behind the state commitment paradigm are problematic. in arguing that pr become secure once the state imposes limits on its own discretion, extant theories assume that (1) the central executive is the only real threat to pr security and (2) the key variation in pr security occurs at the country level. these assumptions are not supported by the data. First, private threats to pr appear as serious as state threats. at the pooled level, the average intensities of private and state threats are 2.32 and 2.38, respectively, a difference that is not significant at the 0.05 level. Second, the data show that substantial interfirm variation in pr security exists within countries and even within regions, that is, within the macroinstitutional settings viewed as decisive for pr security in the literature. the question of why firms faced with the same sovereign report diverging levels of pr security cannot be addressed within the state commitment framework. this brings our analysis to the firm-level sources of pr security.
an empirical proxy for pr security, to be consistent with the bottom-up theoretical framework, would have to distinguish between the public and private threats to property rights and be allowed to vary across firm units. the measures of eleven threats to pr, as evaluated by respondent firms (table 1), fit these requirements well. i construct two measures of the dependent variable Threat: one is the average of seven measures of state-based threats; the other is the average of four threats from private actors.
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the Threat variables here have significant advantages over alternative proxies for pr security in the literature, such as country risk indices, self-reported investment levels, and direct survey questions about "property rights." available country risk indices compile the subjective opinions of relatively few experts on the probability of government expropriation. Such indices essentially estimate the constraints on the upper executive ignoring the threats from unaccountable lower-level bureaucrats or private actors. investment reported by firms as a proxy for pr security likewise does not differentiate between public and private sources of insecurity. moreover, investment is contingent on macroeconomic, product-specific, and psychological factors unrelated to pr. Finally, instruments such as the World Bank's beep surveys use the actual term "property rights" in questionnaires: this term, as the testing 38 it should be noted that the averaging of likert-derived data, while common in social science research, relies on the assumption of interval status for ordinal measures. this assumption is reasonable here since the phrasing of our question suggests that the space between two successive ordinal categories, while not strictly constant, is of the same order of magnitude. in addition, the threat-intensity scale possesses a natural zero point ("no threat"). See Wang et al. 1999. in my own survey shows, is likely to be interpreted very differently by respondents, resulting in a serious concept misidentification.
39 Overall, despite its theoretical superstatus, pr security remains an empirical black box. In this context, the Threat variables tangibly improve extant concept measurement: these proxies reduce incentives to dissemble since no self-reporting of sensitive activities is involved (as in the case of investment, for example), while also ensuring interfirm comparability via eleven detailed, easy-to-understand questions (as opposed to a an ambiguous question on "property rights," for example).
The equation to be estimated is 
For summary statistics on all variables, please see Table A1 in the appendix. Threat j is the jth measure of threat averages where j = 1, 2 (referring to state and private threats). Since threat averages refer to a continuous latent variable, an ols model is used. Robust standard errors are used to account for heteroskedasticity. Community and Foreigners are proxies for alliances. Community equals 1 if a firm considers its "support of regional community and labor" to be "very significant" and 0 otherwise. 40 Foreigners equals 1 if the firm has a foreign creditor or a foreign investor and 0 otherwise. Theoretically, credit relations and ownership stake are good proxies for meaningful alliances since threats to pr would likely affect the creditors or co-owners of the firm. The foreign identity of these allies is important due to selection effects, since 39 Our questionnaire asked respondents to define "property rights." The respondent could select multiple answers from among a menu of six suggested pr components, only three of which described the actual parts of the pr bundle. Twenty percent of respondents did not include the right to manage assets in their definitions of property rights. Forty percent did not include the right to derive income from assets, and 65 percent did not include the right to ownership transfer in their definitions. 40 Firms were asked to evaluate their support on a 1-4 scale ("no support" to "very significant support"). My theoretical framework suggests that only a substantial volume of benefits transferred by the firm to its community stakeholders would incentivize the latter to protect the firm in case of expropriation. Dissembling by firms is also less likely to occur at extreme response values, which are easier to verify. Accordingly, the dummy equals 1 if the firms rated their support as being very significant. Specific forms of support listed by firms in the follow-up questions include sponsorship of cultural events, support of child-related facilities, support of church charities, subsidizing housing or mortgages, payment for medical care, payment for holiday packages, and others. bigger and more powerful foreign firms are more likely to invest in the russian market. the numbers on discrete alliances 41 are in line with the available data on the region. 42 a number of control variables that could influence both a firm's extent of stakeholder alliances and the security of its property rights are included. First, the macroinstitutional environment could play a role. the Country variable is used to control for macroinstitutional design: this is a dummy coded as 0 for russia and 1 for ukraine. Since constraints on the executive branch are significantly higher in ukraine than in russia, 43 this variable also provides a tentative test of the state commitment paradigm.
the literature on state commitment views business organizations supported by the sovereign as capable of improving pr security. MerchantGroup equals 1 if the company participates in a national business association and 0 otherwise. the russian data are particularly appropriate for testing the merchant-group perspective. Putin's administration has welcomed or actively supported russia's federal-level business associations. 44 conversely, national associations in ukraine had emerged through bottom-up initiative and were snubbed by the government of Prime minister yanukovich. 45 While ukrainian results cannot be interpreted as a test for the merchant-group theory, they might indicate whether genuine bottom-up business organizations can improve local pr security in the absence of sovereign support. (Both russian and ukrainian national associations have regional offices.) according to the strategic interaction school, firms may be protected from state expropriation by virtue of paying taxes, since the government would not want to jeopardize its revenue source. TaxShare provides a rough estimate of the firm's share of total tax revenue levied from enterprises in the region (oblast'). this variable equals 1 if the share is below 5 percent; 2 if the share is in the 5-19 percent range; and 3 if the firm pays above 20 percent of taxes collected in the region. 41 eighty-two percent of firms support communities and labor in some form, with 7 percent reporting "very significant support"; over 3 percent have found foreign investors or creditors; about onethird of firms are members of federal business associations ("merchant groups"). 42 Starodubskaya 2005; Dolgopyatova, ivasaky, and yakovlev 2007. 43 ukraine was rated "free" by the Freedom House in 2007, as the only post-Soviet non-Baltic state, while russia was rated authoritarian with a score close to china's. in terms of parliamentary power, court independence, and media freedom, ukraine scores significantly better than russia.
44 markus 2007. 45 in December 2006, the cabinet of ministers of ukraine unilaterally liquidated the Business council, which had been the primary interface between federally organized business and the government. Business leaders widely perceived the act as government's refusal to institutionalize cooperative relations. (author's interviews with Parliament deputies, government officials, business association directors, and company managers in kiev and four ukrainian regions, February 2006 February -april 2007 the firms' propensity for "loyalty" strategies vis-à-vis state officials (for example, bribe payments or the establishment of government connections) could be a confounding factor. an attitudinal proxy is particularly appropriate here. on the one hand, a company's endorsement of loyalty strategies, either because of their perceived effectiveness or on normative grounds, can be expected to correlate with a firm's behavior (which is difficult to elicit with a direct question). on the other hand, even if the firm is not actually pursuing a loyalty strategy, its attitude toward such strategies as such may influence the firm's perception of pr threats as well as its readiness to pursue stakeholder alliances. Survey respondents were asked to estimate the effectiveness of voluntary "informal payments" [neformal'nye otchisleniya] to state officials in protecting the firms in respondent's region from state predation. 46 Loyalty equals 1 if a firm considers such payments ineffective; 2, if somewhat effective; and 3, if very effective. as a robustness check for this control variable, i used several other questions, including (1) perceived "effectiveness of government connections in protecting firms in your region from state predation"; (2) membership of firm owners in a political party; and (3) perceived "importance of closer cooperation with the regional government for the enforcement of firm owners' legal rights." 47 these alternative questions serve as a validity check for Loyalty and decrease the probability of reverse causation for this variable.
Public legitimacy of the private sector with its inherent inequities could be a potential determinant of pr security in the postcommunist economies; firms perceived as broadly legitimate may also feel less need to invest in alliances with the public. my survey inquires how the public perceives successful and wealthy entrepreneurs in the region. the Legitimacy dummy equals 1 if respondents think that the public approves of such entrepreneurs or sees them as role models.
in the case of communities and labor, companies may be pressured by the state to invest in welfare-related projects. ForcedFunding is a dummy that equals 1 for companies that have felt pressured by the regional government to incur nonobligatory expenses for public projects, charity, or employee support.
i also control for the size, sector, and ownership of firms. SizeMedium and SizeLarge are dummies for firms that have over one hundred and over five hundred employees, respectively. Sector and Ownership are 46 Such voluntary "incentive payments," initiated by firms to cope with legal uncertainty, should not be confused with the bribes extracted under pressure by officials. 47 note that (2) offers a behavioral proxy as compared with the original attitudinal proxy, while (3) also ensures that the endorsement of loyalty vis-à-vis local officials is tested. dummies for industrial sectors and key ownership categories. regional dummies control for potential cross-regional heterogeneity.
table 2 presents the effects of alliance variables on Threat_State and Threat_Private. models 1 and 2 report the results at the pooled level; models 3 and 4 show the results for russia; models 5 and 6 show the results for ukraine.
in all model specifications, alliance variables display the expected sign. at the pooled level, both alliance types reduce threats from state actors as well as from private predators at a statistically significant level. among proxies for rival hypotheses, only Country has a significant negative impact on pr threats. With respect to threats from state actors, alliances with foreigners have a similar substantive impact as alliances with communities and labor, though foreign alliances are more statistically significant. regarding threats from private predators, alliances with community and labor, conversely, display higher significance and coefficient size as compared with foreign alliances. in russia foreign allies protect against state threats while both foreign and community stakeholders help reduce private threats to property rights. in ukraine alliances with community and labor protect against state predation. While Community and Foreigners barely miss significance level for private threats in ukraine, note that the significance of MerchantGroup in model 6 is fully consistent with the bottom-up voice theory, since national business associations in ukraine had not enjoyed sovereign support and can be properly conceptualized as another form of stakeholder alliances. (the discussion section provides a qualitative example of the bottom-up activity by a ukrainian association.) the substantive impact of alliances is large. taken together, alliances with foreigners and with community and labor reduce threats from the state by more than half a point and threats from private actors by about one full point on a 1-4 threat intensity scale (models 1 and 2). Given that the maximum hypothetical threat reduction equals 3 points (from 4 to 1, that is, from "very high threat" to "no threat"), this impact of alliances amounts to 20-30 percent of the maximum possible threat reduction and is larger than the reduction provided by macroinstitutional constraints (that is, the coefficient on the Country variable). taken separately, alliances with foreigners and community and labor still reduce pr threats by 60-70 percent of the threat reduction provided by macroinstitutional constraints.
For a more nuanced picture of the impact of alliances on specific pr threats, as well as a robustness check, i use the original eleven measures of individual threats in table 1 as dependent variables. an ordered 48 along with coefficients' significance levels, table 3 reports the change in the probability of a firm reporting "no threat" (that is, of obtaining 1 on a 1-4 threat intensity scale) as a result of a particular alliance. this marginal effect is the change in the likelihood of an alliance eliminating a perceived threat altogether.
as before, the size of the impact of alliances is considerable. Depending on the threat, alliances with community and labor increase the probability of a "no threat" response by 7-69 percent; alliances with foreigners make a "no threat" response more likely by 7-42 percent. on average, firms with alliances are 27 percent more likely to report "no threat" for the nine threats on which alliances exert a significant impact; for eight out of these nine threats, alliance variables are significant at the .01 level. alliances with community and labor contribute to eliminating eight perceived threats, as compared with five threats eliminated by alliances with foreigners. For comparison, the table also includes "merchant groups," which eliminate two threats. alliances with community and labor provide the most universal defense, increasing the probability of a "no threat" response for three out of four private threats and for five out of seven state threats. alliances with foreigners are more effective vis-à-vis government officials than vis-à-vis private predators: out of five threats reduced by this alliance type, the four largest impacts are on public threats. overall, disaggregated threat-level analysis supports the efficacy of stakeholder alliances in the protection of property rights.
What about the rival hypotheses (table 2) ? the significance of the Country variable with respect to both Threat_State and Threat_Private suggests that macroinstitutional constraints on the executive do play an important role in establishing pr security. the concurrent significance of the bottom-up nonstate alliances and the top-down "commitment devices" of the sovereign implies equifinality: the reduction of public and private threats to pr security can be achieved via multiple paths. at the same time, the insignificance and "wrong" sign of MerchantGroup in the russian subset (where the central executive has worked closely with organized business) indicate the limits of the state commitment paradigm. the reason is readily apparent: while the literature expects such high-level collaboration to ensure business against threats by the sovereign, my survey inquires into local predation by less-than-accountable officials. the yukos case, moreover, strongly suggests that sovereignsupported merchant groups do not protect firms against today's central column reports how the probability of a firm reporting "no threat" changes as a result of having an alliance (standard errors in parentheses). For example, companies that have alliances with community and labor are 69 percent more likely to report that state pressure for financing various social funds is not a threat. Stata's Clarify package used for simulation of first differences. executives either. yukos was an active participant in rspp, russia's federal big-business association. the association wrote three official letters to russia's president, decrying the state's attack. Putin rejected any negotiations with rspp over yukos. the association, in other words, could not protect one of its most influential members from being expropriated. TaxShare does not improve pr security, providing evidence against the "strategic interaction" paradigm. in fact, TaxShare significantly amplifies governmental pr threats in ukraine. Far from being untouchable, companies with larger tax contributions may be signaling larger cash flows for potential expropriation. this supports my theory's emphasis on principal-agent dilemmas within the state apparatus driving a wedge between sovereign rationality and state actors' behavior. Legitimacy is consistently insignificant. a positive public perception of local business leaders per se does not reduce pr threats. Loyalty is likewise insignificant in all models. alternative codings yield the same result: regardless of whether Loyalty refers to a firm's stance on bribe payments or government connections or to the owners' actual membership in a political party, it does not mitigate pr threats. Based on interviews, the insignificance of loyalty seems to stem from political instability. in russia, moscow's unprecedented criminal prosecution of the governor of the nenets autonomous region coincided with the kremlin's consideration of an "antigovernor bill" (simplifying the firing of regional government heads).
49 this alarmed regional cadres at the time of the survey. in ukraine instability stemmed from the protracted executivelegislative standoff and the rapaciousness of the newly appointed regional cadres, whom one interviewed entrepreneur labeled "hungry have-nots" [golodrancy] , juxtaposing them to the former regional elites who had accumulated enough personal wealth to focus on the long run.
What if the causal relationship between alliances and pr security flows in the opposite direction? one could argue that more protected firms have more resources to invest in community projects and are more attractive to foreign investors. Firms that do better financially could also hire better lawyers, spend more on political connections, and so on-hence reducing pr threats-while, at the same time, they could spend more on alliance building. my reply is based on conceptual considerations, survey data, and qualitative interviews. 49 While regional governors' elections had been replaced by presidential appointments in 2004, governors' dismissals by moscow remained strikingly rare despite evidence of massive legal violations by some governors. the bill, proposed at the end of 2006, would have allowed the president to fire governors for criminal code violations regardless of their severity, potentially making kompromat (documented malfeasance) more effective as a means of informal pressure on regional administrative networks.
to begin, note that conceptually there is less reason to expect endogeneity once the characteristics of the examined environment are accounted for. one should not expect firms in most developing countries to invest in corporate social responsibility just because they have more resources. While in Western markets such investments can boost a firm's profits through consumer preferences, consumers in countries like russia or ukraine do not take these considerations into account. 50 Furthermore, while foreign investors would naturally prefer well-protected companies, both foreign investors and predators are usually attracted to the same type of companies: those with high cash flows and significant upward potential. one russian ceo interviewed by the author expressed this paradoxical relationship between profitability and pr security as follows: "if you are not a target, something is wrong with your business."
While the risk of endogeneity is unlikely in these circumstances, an empirical proxy for firms' financial condition would considerably strengthen my case. i have such a proxy for the russian subset: enterprises were asked to evaluate their "current financial and economic performance" on a 1-4 scale, with increasing values indicating better performance. the question was not included in the ukrainian survey. i rerun equation 1 for the russian data but include the variable Financial, coded 1-4, among the controls. alliance variables that were significant before the inclusion of Financial (models 3 and 4 in table 2) retain their significance and actually increase in size after the firms' financial condition is controlled for (table 4) . these results are robust to dichotomous recodings of Financial based on various thresholds. the russian data allow us to rule out firms' financial condition as the most plausible source of bias.
Finally, the problem of endogeneity was a key focus of my informal interviews in the region. the interview data convey that to the extent pr security influences alliances, it should bias results against finding the effect in tables 2-4. Specifically, reverse causation evident in the interviews begins with less protected firms investing more in alliances so as to protect themselves against pr threats (more on this in the next section). this initially reverse relationship between alliances and pr threats conforms fully with my theory and results: at time t-1 a firm may experience a negative shock to its pr security; at time t the owners build alliances; at time t+1 the threat to a firm's pr abates. in fact, such a causal mechanism implies that my results underestimate the long-term impact of alliances because the survey ignores the time gap required between the owners' investment in alliances and the capacity of alliances to deter or resolve pr conflicts. once established, alliances seem to have a clear protective impact, as per the head manager of the emerging markets equity Funds at Fidelity investments: a lot of russian companies like to have ebrd [european Bank for reconstruction and Development] as a shareholder because it provides protection . . . if you find that ebrd has a stake in a company, it's hard to shake down a company because you'll have all eu governments involved, and it's a pain . . . , so they [the russian state officials] don't do it. 51 overall, for conceptual and empirical reasons, endogeneity appears to be a relatively small concern. Firm-level strategies, in addition to macroinstitutional design, define the security of property. the empirical findings warrant a reconceptualization of the emergence of secure property rights as such. the literature tends to view conflicts over property as epic elite battles whose institutionalized outcome determines national pr security. yet the significance of bottom-up "voice" strategies implies that pr conflicts resemble guerrilla warfare, in which local alliances matter and victory is incremental. this section discusses external validity, equilibrium conditions, and the relation of my argument to rule of law. to begin, where would the theory apply? it is promising that the results hold for both russia and ukraine. these countries diverge widely in their constraints on the executive branch (at least during the examined time period) and on the availability of natural resources, two factors that could have an impact on the political economy of property rights. Hence, the theory should apply in different settings. Prima facie, there is no reason for the findings to be limited to postcommunist countries. if anything, the theory can be expected to apply even better to many economies in africa and to some in latin america, where firms' property rights are less likely to be jeopardized by an omnipotent sovereign than by a nonstate predator, a local state agency, or simply a policeman looking for some extra cash. as long as the firm does not face the leviathan itself, allies matter. consider the case of china, where many private firms seek to list their equity abroad to prevent the local government from interfering with the management of the firm's assets: foreign regulators would publicize any state interference inflicting credible reputational damage on the relevant state actors (author's interviews at chinese and foreign investment banks, Beijing, october 2005) .
the key boundary condition for the theory involves political stability and state capacity. Higher political stability and state capacity make the firms more likely to rely on state-oriented (rather than stakeholderoriented) strategies because the state actors have longer time horizons, as well as stronger incentives and a better ability to shield the firm from expropriation. longer time horizons of state actors create space for a strategic dialogue with firms and allow the state employees to behave like "stationary bandits." Higher state capacity, in turn, decreases agency costs within the state apparatus: if the state principal controls her agents, the latter have less leeway to engage in predation. However, the threshold at which political instability or low state capacity renders state-oriented firm strategies futile is such that stakeholder alliances could improve pr security in many developing countries. Do the firm-based arrangements discussed here amount to more than being spatially limited and temporary solutions to the problem of pr insecurity? yes, based on two factors.
First, dynamic learning across firms occurs as enterprises that are more successful at defending their rights are emulated by others. there is extensive evidence of firms using alliance building as a conscious strategy to secure pr, and there is no reason to assume that pr protection would be different from other business strategies that, as a rule, spread widely once shown to be effective.
52 the intentionality of alliance building is particularly visible when firms invest in this strategy following a clear shock to pr security. russia's corporations, for example, started investing more in alliances with foreigners after Putin's administration signaled a credible threat to their pr.
53 a similar dynamic of conscious hedging against expropriation via stakeholder alliances took place in ukraine during the 2004 orange revolution. the new populist government had promised selective nationalization as a way to restore social justice, sending business circles into a panicand into impressive alliance building. For example, the magnate viktor Pinchuk, not heretofore known for philanthropy or cosmopolitanism, launched grand charity projects, partnered with the clinton Foundation, and began promoting eu integration. When interviewed by the author, the ceo of the victor Pinchuk Foundation shared that "victor's philanthropic projects and international activities have an impact on business because things are so personal in this part of the world. at the beginning ukraine's political leaders were suspicious. But then they said 'wow!' you don't [just] change the image . . . you do projects that make a difference." 54 Presumably, this "impact on business" was not lost on Pinchuk's rival, rinat akhmetov, who launched his own skm Foundation only months after the establishment of the Pinchuk Foundation. importantly, smaller firms appear to be learning, too. in an explicit effort to "teach" such strategies, one of the most respected leaders of russian business, igor yurgens, noted at a 2008 business forum that "small and medium-sized businesses, unlike large companies, are 52 Purposeful alliance building can be juxtaposed with exogenous sources of variation in alliances, such as levels of trust, presence of civil society institutions, the socialist legacies of welfare provision often inherited by enterprises, and so on: these factors can hardly be controlled by individual firms. to deter pr threats, it is not necessary for an alliance to have been created for that purpose: intentionality influences emulation prospects, not deterrence. 53 markus 2008 53 markus . 54 author interview, kiev, ukraine, February 13, 2007 unable to negotiate on an equal footing with local and regional governments. the . . . adoption of . . . social responsibility will make it possible [for these businesses] to solve a large number of conflicts . . .
[with] the government." 55 overall, the islands of accountability established by firm-based alliances are not incommunicado; in striving to survive, they are both learning and expanding.
Second, learning is also likely to occur among the state actors, raising the question of what would be observed in the resulting equilibrium. there is some evidence that mutually beneficial state-business arrangements featuring higher provision of public goods are replacing hostility and particularistic rent seeking. Based on large-n surveys of russian firms, Frye et al. show that between 2000 and 2007 "a tangible change has taken place in business-state relations at the regional level," as firms planning to invest locally have increasingly experienced the "helping hand" of the state.
56 ledeneva and Shekshnia, based on a survey and interviews in russian regions, "demonstrate that long-term informal relationships between government officials and business executives replace the transactional approach" with business leaders being "interested in shaping the development [of their business] . . . for the next 10-20 years." 57 Both studies point toward a new state-business consensus beyond short-term tactics. While the causal mechanism behind this consensus remains underspecified in the quoted studies, the alliance-based argument advanced here may fill this gap. the larger theoretical point is that the locus of contestation between owners and potential predators is shifting from "buying" select bureaucrats to "buying" encompassing nonstate groups (communities, labor, investors, and so on). in addition to being more durable, due to the incorporation of previously sidelined stakeholders, such arrangements also approximate olson's "by-product" theory of public goods' provision.
could the firm-based alliances translate into the rule of law proper, that is, into universally applicable rules enforced by the state? conventional emphasis on elite struggles at the sovereign level, often based on the British case, renders such a scenario implausible. yet precedents from the developing world suggest otherwise. in china the incremental constitutional adjustments stipulating the protection of private property occurred as a result of a bottom-up informal process, as tsai shows: "[i]n the course of their daily interactions . . . with local staff of the party-state, business owners have had a structural impact on 55 yurgens 2008. 56 Frye, yakovlev, and yasin 2009, 48. 57 ledeneva and Shekshnia 2011, 15. the direction of formal institutional reforms." 58 in countries as diverse as Peru, egypt, and post-WWii Japan, legally effective allocation of property rights, triggering growth and investment by allowing assets to be used as collateral, emerged only to the extent local informal consensus regarding property rights' protection preexisted (and was later acknowledged by) formal national institutions. 59 importantly, even the canonical english case has undergone a revision that is consistent with this article. according to Stasavage, it was not so much the institutional checks and balances that restrained the crown from expropriating its creditors (who, in fact, were poorly represented in the Parliament) as it was the extent to which "government creditors . . . [were] able to form durable coalitions with other social groups." 60 rajan and Zingales extend this reinterpretation: British property, the authors argue, was secured through the informal power of the gentry, manifested through its alliances with recruited militias and rooted in its ability to manage property efficiently, rather than through the deals between the king and the great lords. 61 Both monographs note that effective formal institutions in england gradually came to reflect (and, no doubt, cement) the informal power of owners and lenders.
the details of this process can be expected to differ across countries. For russia, existing research suggests that while firms increasingly use legal instruments, such as courts, to settle disputes, the effectiveness of such instruments is limited to conflicts with private (rather than state) actors.
62 my work uncovers some more subtle dynamics: in particular, companies with nonstate alliances display higher readiness to publicly expose predation. my survey data show, for example, that russian companies with either local or foreign alliances receive significantly more frequent coverage in the local press and on television; moreover, companies with alliances are 43 percent more likely than firms without alliances to agree with the statement that they "can count on the media in the case of a serious and groundless interference with the management of the enterprise by state agencies or private actors." this trend extends to ukraine, where the battle over the marketplace in vinnitsa illustrates the point. after thirteen hundred stands had been leased out to market sellers by the old municipal administration, the new mayor personally annulled the lease and put pressure on the sellers to relocate to the "official marketplace" run by a private company connected to the mayor. in 58 tsai 2007, 140. 59 De Soto 2003 . 60 Stasavage 2003 , 3. 61 rajan and Zingales 2004 , 146. 62 Frye 2004 Hendley 2004. the process, several containers with sellers' goods were confiscated. after the businesspeople refused to give in, one seller was beaten by thugs. as i was interviewing the leader of the vinnitsa union of Private entrepreneurs, police were waiting for her outside ("for her protection," they said). the businesswoman stressed that while small entrepreneurs usually have zero chance in such conflicts, their cause was helped by "high cooperation and connections with business associations in other regions who face similar problems. . . .When people get together, confidence rises." 63 two days later, the entrepreneurs' union was able to gather an array of journalists, a parliament deputy from kiev (responsible for small business policy), the mayor in question, and a dozen of local business representatives. over the course of three hours, the palefaced mayor, visibly unaccustomed to being disagreed with, endured a cross-examination by the parliament deputy and business representatives on the fees and ownership structure of the "official marketplace," as well as on the details of the ongoing conflict. Such outcomes involve painstaking work; the network building by vinnitsa entrepreneurs involved years of attending business roundtables in kiev, where a working relationship with the parliament deputy was established and supportive relations with other associations across the country were nurtured.
While the vinnitsa case may not involve "legal instruments," it is symptomatic of private actors' rising confidence vis-à-vis the state, a confidence often rooted in alliances and channeled through the local media. informal, de facto accountability, as previously discussed, has historically facilitated the institutionalization of the rule of law. However, one must beware teleological expectations: alliance-based accountability may stabilize as a partial-reform equilibrium. nonetheless, auspiciously, alliances do not seem to decrease the "demand for law" by firms. in fact, when asked about the importance for business activity of independent and noncorrupt courts or of democratic control over the government, companies with alliances in both russia and ukraine rate these aspects as being more important than do firms without alliances.
apart from its potential for the rule of law, private nonmafia enforcement of property rights as such must not be theoretically neglected. on the one hand, research on "second best institutions" suggests that local, context-specific institutions per se may be more appropriate for the developing world than the imported "best practice" reforms. 64 (See allina-Pisano's work for a recent critique of the latter reforms in the agricultural pr regimes of russia and ukraine.) 65 on the other hand, the literature on contractual rights lionizes private enforcement: the private law merchant system, for example, has been credited with the rise of medieval europe as a trading power. 66 So why cannot private institutions supplement, if not supplant, the state in the case of property rights, if they do so in enforcing contracts? the literature responds by drawing a stark line between horizontal interbusiness relations and vertical state-business interaction.
67 yet if this dichotomy is based on the wrong understanding of expropriation problems faced by business, as argued here, then the key implication is that orthodox enthusiasm about business-based institutions ensuring contract enforcement should extend to business-based institutions securing pr.
modern capitalism, like the rule of law, is unthinkable without secure property. the state and big business invariably feature as the two founding fathers of capitalism in the economic histories of prosperous nations: while capitalists like John rockefeller and the earlier financiers of the industrial revolution are often credited with the rise of the anglo-Saxon economies, the state has played a major role in the "catch-up nations" of continental europe and east asia. the role of the remaining multitude of firms appears secondary at best. Governmental benevolence and competence, however, are in short supply in modern developing countries, as are the pools of capital to be invested. my study hints at the role of "small" capitalists in the evolution of capitalism. this role is political: by forging alliances with stakeholders around their firms, owners force the state and rival businesses to respect their rights. the roman emperor tiberius, seeking to curb rampant predation by local governors, said he wanted his "sheep shorn, not flayed." the current literature on pr enforcement tends to treat businesses as sheep, too. yet in weak states, the strategies of sheep may matter along with the words of the emperor. 
